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 Kick off your mud-crusted flip-flops, don a musty bathrobe and 
slap your ass right onto that worn chintzy armchair of  your bourgeois 
imagination.

 What we do may betray the danger of  misrepresentation but one 
could see it as an opportunity to create the world anew, to put a spin on the 
status quo, to put One and Two into a test tube and hope Four a genetic 
mutation. This is real fiction--this is the precise moment of  falling asleep: 
the Event Horizon, where life ends and dreams begin. You are falling down 
the rabbit hole. When I snap my fingers, you will wake up and believe 
everything you’ve seen up to now was a distant untapped fragment of  one 
of  your past lives, and it will seem like déjà vu but don’t be fooled by the 
cunning allure of  words. Gaze into the art form and it will probably gaze 
back, despite it having an obvious lack of  functioning eyeballs.

 Expect nothing and you will receive. Expect anything and I 
will redirect you to the nearest possible Google.com. This is for you--
not necessarily you, the reader, but you are still a part of  this whether 
we like it or not. This is for you, the abstract. You, a variable. You, the 
incomprehensible and infinite. You, God, but you probably stopped 
listening during 7th grade. You, the object of  my long lost affection. You, 
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the complex workaday world. You, the source of  intra-personal conflict. 
You, society, and stop being so pushy. You, my preferred medium of  
self-expression. You, the absolute and undeniable Myself.

 Welcome to this travesty. There are peanuts on the floor. Drinks 
are self-service. Interaction is noncompulsory. I pump up the amp and sing 
along to Don’t Stop Believing.

     --February, 2014
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